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Aims of the day
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• Provide an overview of current NA situation;

• Why?

• 4,500 challenge and where wetland sector fit in. 

• Abstraction principles.

• Outlining the New Authorisations application process –
differences to day job. 

• The basic wetland application.

• What is required.

• Minimising additional requests from the Agency. 

• What’s not necessary.

• Examples / Case Studies / Scenarios

• Contacts for queries and application support.

• Allow you to ask questions / raise queries.

• Important – not covering policy/legal issues.



Why the need for New Authorisations
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• Taking water responsibly

• Water Framework Directive

• Habitats Directive

• Serious Damage

• Abstraction Reform



New Authorisations Summary
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• Expecting a total of 4,500 applications in total.

• This number varies across areas and sectors.

• Approx. 1,500 applications expected from “wetland 
sector”. 

• You can secure water under a light touch 
restrictions approach.

• You can continue to abstract at current rates until 
the application has been determined.

• Historic rights to water will be lost if a valid
application is not received by 31st December 2019.



What do we mean by the term, 
“Wetland Sector”?
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Legal Definitions (1)

"abstraction", in relation to water contained in any source 
of supply, means the doing of anything whereby any of 
that water is removed from that source of supply, whether 
temporarily or permanently, including anything whereby 
the water is so removed for the purpose of being 
transferred to another source of supply; and "abstract" 
shall be construed accordingly.

"source of supply" means—

(a) any inland waters except, any which are discrete 
waters; or

(b) any underground strata in which water is or at any time 
may be contained (this can include unlined ponds and 
reservoirs).
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Legal Definitions (2)

inland waters" means the whole or any part of—
(a) any river, stream or other watercourse, whether natural 
or artificial and whether tidal or not;
(b) any lake or pond, whether natural or artificial, or any 
reservoir or dock, in so far as the lake, pond, reservoir or 
dock does not fall within paragraph (a) of this definition; 
and

"watercourse" includes all rivers, streams, ditches, drains, 
cuts, culverts, dykes, sluices, sewers and passages 
through which water flows, except mains and other pipes 
which—
(a) belong to the Authority or a water undertaker; or
(b) are used by a water undertaker or any other person for 
the purpose only of providing a supply of water to any 
premises 
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Legal Definitions (3)

The managed wetland system exemption is defined as: 

‘an area of land that may be periodically inundated with 
water through a system of sluices, channels and carriers 
or other apparatus’.

In practice this covers transfer of water from inland waters 
through a series of carriers:

• and returning it to inland waters without being 
transferred directly onto land and abstractions may 
take place between the various carriers by various 
apparatus 

• or letting it flood onto land somewhere within the 
system (to then either flow over or stand on the land)
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Legal Definitions (4)

• Exemption (section 8): Any secondary 
abstractions or transfers within the ‘system’ will 
not need a licence if associated with the 
operation or management of the system.

• Exemption – A consent will be required if the 
abstraction is in relation to a European site. Process of 
“consenting” still to be confirmed, however, likely to 
accept an application for the main licence as the 
application for the consent.

• Check the definition of a managed wetland 
system has been met.
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New Authorisations Regulation requirements:  
re. Wetlands

• If the definition of a managed wetland system has been 
met, a licence will only be needed for the primary 
abstraction which moves water from the donor source 
into the ‘system’. 

• A licence is not needed for abstractions or transfers within 
the remainder of the system (these are referred to as 
secondary abstractions) providing that they are 
associated with the operation of the system. So, we; 

• Will licence the abstraction into the “managed wetland 
system” MWS.

• Will not licence subsequent abstractions within the 
MWS.

• Will not licence structures within the MWS.

• May licence the abstraction out of the MWS.10



Applying for an abstraction licence 

• Who’s responsible? 
• Engage with all parties involved in a system.

• The number of licences required (and 
hence number of fees) depends on the 
number of sources of supply involved. 

• One application fee for every 
application required for each source of 
supply.

• NPS can help in these discussions.
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New Authorisations Applications
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• Differences from day job:
• A more light touch water constraints on entry
• Granting licences in line with historic volumes 

where appropriate
• Not requiring rigorous monitoring and reporting 

for transfer licences
• NA specific set of application forms – WR344 

and WR346
• Requiring but being flexible regarding the type of 

evidence – 7 year qualifying period
• Revision of exemptions for low risk abstractions



New Authorisations Applications
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• Differences from day job 
continued……….:

• Provided a transitional period of up to 5 years
• Allowing abstraction to continue at historic rates 

until determined
• Applying a flexible approach to the use of 

volumes on transfer licences
• Applying a flexible approach to the use of flow 

controls
• Applying a lower level of constraint than would 

be applied to new entrants
• 3 months validation service (can be quicker) 
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New Authorisations Applications
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• Adequate applications:
• Making the application on the correct forms – WR344 & 

WR346.
• Fully completing the forms.
• Paying the correct application fee.
• Providing sufficient evidence of abstraction during the 7 

year qualifying period.

• The agency may, following receipt of a valid application, 
require the applicant to submit any further information or 
reports that it considers necessary to determine that 
application.

• Long Duration Licence Request.



Wetland Application Example
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Description of Abstraction Activity
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• I have been operating wetland support to this area for a number of 
years, beginning  in 2013. I take water out of the main Potts Farm 
Drove which eventually flows in to the River Stour at the end of my 
land at four points, which I have marked on the map as Point A – D, 
with the relevant grid references.  

• I have an area of 49 hectares of land (also shown by the map, that I 
flood each year primarily in the summer months (March to October), 
see enclosed water requirements sheet.  

• Above are the details of the sluices I use. Key dimensions I have are 
that I open the sluice to a maximum of 15 cms each, the sluices are 
all 1.5 metres wide and the water behind the sluice tends to be 
around 2 metres in depth when I open the sluices (measured with a 
gauge board at relatively high flows). I will open the sluices until the 
wetland is submerged and then I close the sluice. I usually aim for a 
water depth of approximately 0.3m, measured by gauge boards at 
various parts of the site. This can take a number of days but the total 
number of days works out at around 5 days per year, which includes 
top ups when levels are appearing low.



Map of Abstraction
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Abstraction intake drawings
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Other example schematics
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Manea & 
Welney 
IDB
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New Authorisations Applications
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• What’s not necessary:

• Long and complex legal documents –
e.g. title deeds or land lease documents 
on Right of Access.

• Long and complex calculations of leat or 
channel flow.

• Extensive water use justification 
including research papers and economic 
benefits.



Rights of Access

• If the applicant has ticked the box on the application form to indicate they 
have a right of access we will usually be able to accept this. 

• We will not routinely ask wetland operators to submit a map with the 
boundary of their access rights marked on it with their application, but if in 
doubt about their access rights we can request a marked map and a copy of 
the document giving them those rights1, such as: 

• a deed of grant or lease of rights; or 

• a conveyance, lease or tenancy agreement.

NB: Due to the long-standing nature of some of these activities, our usual 
approach will be to accept the ticked box for ‘Rights of Access’ as sufficient for 
NA licensing purposes. 
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Volume Validation Tool
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Quick licensing 
exercises
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Exercise 1 – Flood irrigation
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Exercise 1

• 1) Water level rises in the river due to increases in flow in the 
channel and the natural hydraulic characteristics of the river, 
water spills over the banks and onto land (this could be an area 
of grassland which is acting as the natural floodplain).   
Subsequently, as the flood recedes, water will gradually drain 
off the land or be retained behind the floodbanks or a 
combination of the two. No structure in the channel.

• 2) Structure in the channel that is operated to allow the water 
level to rise and thus spill across the banks into the field

• 3) Structure placed in the channel that is fixed.
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Exercise 1 answers

Question 1 2 3

a) Is the river a source of supply? Y Y Y

b)   Is the land the same source of supply? N N N

c)   Is it an abstraction? N Y Y

d) Is an impoundment taking place? N Y Y

e) Is it licensable? (WRA 1991) N N N

f)  Is it licensable? (Water Act 2003) N Y Y

g) What form of new licence is required? N/a Full Full 

h)  What is the means of abstraction? N Sluice/

Gravity

Sluice/

gravity

i)  What is the purpose of use? N Flood 

irrigation

Flood 

irrigation
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Exercise 2 – Ridge and furrow water 
meadow
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•Water moves into the meadow through a series of channels. 

•As the meadow is sloping, it then flows overland via gravity from channel to channel



Exercise 2

• 1) Water is taken into a managed wetland 
system through a series of channels, either 
controlled or uncontrolled. Water moves into the 
meadow through a series of channels. As the 
meadow is sloping, it then flows overland via 
gravity from channel to channel. Ridge & furrow 
system with control at X (sluice across the river).

• 2) Ridge & furrow system. No control at X, but 
control at Y.
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Exercise 2 - answers
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Question 1)  Ridge & furrow system 

with control at X (sluice 

across river)

2)  Ridge & furrow system. No 

control at X, but control at Y

a) Is the river a source of supply? Y Y

b)    Are the carriers the same source of 

supply?

N N

c)    Is abstraction taking place? Y Y 

d)    Is an impoundment taking place? Y Y

e)    Is it licensable? (WRA 1991) N N

f)     Is it licensable? (Water Act 2003) Y (at point X) Y (at point Y) 

g)    What form of new licence is required? Transfer – see note below Transfer

h)    What is the means of abstraction? Gravity via sluice Gravity via sluice

i)     What is the purpose of use? Transfer for purpose of supply 

to a water meadow

Transfer for purpose of supply 

to a water meadow



Case Studies and 
Scenarios
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Woodwalton Fen
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• System topped up 

from Great Ravelry

Drain

• Occasional additional 

water during flood 

(sometimes used as 

flood storage)

• Levels in Great 

Ravelry Drain 

controlled by IDB



Woodwalton Fen Questions / Key 
Points
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• Transfer licence likely to be required transferring water 
from the Great Ravelry Drain into the system.

• Volume calculation: Input the relevant dimensions into the 
validation tool, along with the maximum length of time 
abstraction has occurred over the year. 

• Existing licences in place and all from same source – can 
the licences be amalgamated along with new point?



Bure Marshes
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• Fed by water from River Bure via channels, culverts etc. Gravity flow.

• Levels match those in river – changes in river level reflected by 

changes in water levels in marshes

• Limited controlling structures (if any – some impoundment?)



Bure Marshes Questions / Key Points
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• Is this abstraction? Part of wider hydrological system. 
Historical peat extraction & water level management, but 
fundamentally forms part of ‘natural’ fen / Broads / 
floodplain system. Would be wetland naturally.

• Do we need to apply for a licence under new 
authorisations?

• If yes, how do we quantify abstraction volumes?



Pevensey Levels
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• Fed by water from Wrenham Stream via pipes or 

penstock. Gravity flow.

• Levels in Wrenham Stream controlled by IDB / EA
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Pevensey Levels Questions / Key 
Points
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• Primary abstraction (from Waller’s Haven into Wrenham

Stream) is controlled by EA / IDB – P29

• Water flowing from Wrenham Stream into reserve is a 

secondary abstraction under the legislation? – P27

• If so, NE does not require an abstraction licence?

• If we do need an abstraction licence, measurement of 

volumes given access issues?



Shapwick Heath
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• Two abstractions (from Black 

Ditch (1) and South Drain (3)) 

controlled by NE. Two sources 

so assume two abstraction 

licences required.

• Water from South Drain also 

helps conserve archaeological 

feature (Sweet Track)



Shapwick Heath Questions / Key Points
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• Water from South Drain (point 3 on map) is via a pipe. Water can flow in 

either direction, or neither, depending on relative water levels. How do we 

calculate volumes for an abstraction licence?



FAQ’s
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• When is an abstraction licence required?

• How many applications do I need to submit 
per site?

• Can I get support in completing the 
application?

• How do I calculate / demonstrate the volumes 
I’ve abstracted historically? 

• Do I need to do additional flow 
measurements?

• Will I definitely get a licence as a result of 
submitting an application?



Wetland Applications – Summary
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• A separate application/fee for each abstraction from 
different sources of supply into a Managed Wetland area 
– contact us if in doubt.

• Water Level Management Plans.

• Details of interactions / operational agreements with other 
bodies – e.g. The EA, IDB’s, RSPB, NE, Wildlife Trusts

• Physical dimensions / drawings / photos of intake 
structures.

• Details of how volumes have been calculated – Agency’s 
validation tool / other.

• Information on operations – months of operations / 
opening of sluices – links to WLMPs

• Detailed maps showing movement of water.

• Rights of Access.  



New Authorisations Contacts – who 
can help?
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• ‘New Authorisations Hotline’; 
• Our NCCC is the initial point of call, and a system is 

now in place to improve the speed that you are put 
through to a specific Permitting Officer in NPS.

• Email: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk

• Telephone 03708 506 506

• NPS Structure;
• NA Centre Leads within each Permitting Centre.

• 1 or 2 Sector Leads – specialists for each sector.

• Permitting Officers with specific NA training.

mailto:enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk


New Authorisations Summary
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• Expecting a total of 4,500 applications in total.

• This number varies across areas and sectors.

• Approx. 1,500 applications expected from “wetland 
sector”. 

• You can secure water under a light touch 
restrictions approach.

• You can continue to abstract at current rates until 
the application has been determined.

• Historic rights to water will be lost if a valid
application is not received by 31st December 2019.


